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NUMBER 22

World FOUNDERS' DAY FEATURED BY CONVOCATION
Flashes MANY NOTED
KELLOGG IS
AUTHORS ARE
GIVEN DEGREE
PRESENTED
AT SERVICES

From the

UnitedPress

PARIS, Feb. 28.—The political
marriage between beautiful Princess Maria of Italy and Archduke
Otto of Austria was mentioned today as possibility in an effort of
monarchists to get Otto the Austrian crown.
The match, between the Princess, 19, lovely brunette, and the
21-year-old heir of Hasburgs as it
is emphasized here would cement
Italian and Austrian friendship.
It would immeasureably increase
Otto's chance of being declared
The eighth issue of the famous Rollins Animated Magazine, the
king.
only living literary publication, was published Sunday afternoon,
February 25. This unique magazine was created by Dr. Holt who not
TOKIO, Feb. 28.—The foreign only felt the opportunity for presenting the great literary figures of
office said today it had received today before his students at Rollins College, but also wished to inword from the Kwantung army in crease literary stimulus and make their works live in| the eyes of the
I
Manchoukuo that Soviet soldiers people.
fired on a Japanese airplane Feb.
Dr. Holt, as editor of the publi12 and on the 23rd it asserted cation, extended a cordial welcome
that the plane didn't leave Man- to all the guests who are here to
choukuoan territory though it participate in Founders' Week.
flew near the Russian frontier. Dr. Holt also took the privilege
The foreign office further said it to introduce several of the old
hadn't decided what action would I contributors such as Albert Shaw,
be taken.
Irving Bacheller, Jessie Ritteni house Scollard, Winston ChurchBaker
Edwin
FOR SAN HOUSTON, Tex., ill, Ray
Feb. 28.—Erect in his air corps Grover.
uniform Major William Cocker,
The first contributor was Dave
the army's oldest flier in point of Sholtz, governor of Florida, who
service, faced general -Court mar- wished to give his personal weltial here today on charges that he come to all the people in Florida.
spoke disparingly and profanely of In the story which he told, he ilsuperior officers.
lustrated the fact that Florida was
The trial promised to become considered the ideal of all heavencelebrated in army annals paral- ly places.
leling that of Gen. William MitMr. Richard Lloyd Jones, a
chell, former air corps chief, trustee of Rollins, presented "The
whose criticism of his superiors Leading Editorial."
He
very |
placed him in a similar predica- cleverly offered the suggestion of
ment.
where one obtains a subject. As
The charges were preferred one places the paper in his ma
against Cocker by Lieut. Col. chine, where can ideas be derived
Henry A. Clagget, commandant of from? Perhaps from an airplane
Kelly Field, and graduate of West that is groping its way through
Point.
the clouds, carrying precious passengers; or from a locomotive
which "oils to lubricate the wheels
of industry; or from a beggar,
who recklessly parts with the
nickels offered him; or from a Richard Lloyd Jones
and
pawn shop in whose window lies a
Chas. P. Cooper Speakers
fraternity pin which once was the
symbol of life and brotherhood; or
The fortieth anniversary lunchfrom a farmer's cart that rumbles
of the Sandspur was held FriMisses Champ and Hawes by, a poor producer of food. Every- day, February 23, at 12:30 at the
one is in a hurry. Where are they Whistling Kettle Tea Room. About
Win Bacheller Medals
going? As the sun sets and the 42 students connected with the
On Friday, February 23, Miss day is done, work has been ac- Rollins Sandspur were present; a
Margaret Champ of Mt. Dora and complished, babies bom and death number of Rollins professors who
bers of the Publication
Miss Margaret Hawes of Daytona increasing. Night appears and still
Beach won gold medals for their nothing to write about. Here comes Union or connected with the Sande boss. Out! for he is fired.
spur were also present. At the
essays on Florida pioneers in the
Richard Burton was the next speaker's table were: Dr. Holt, Mr.
Irving Bacheller Essay
Contest
in Florida history here a t Winter who introduced three one minute Irving Bacheller, Mr. Caldwell, Mr.
Park. Presentation was made by poems, "Second Fiddle," "If We Cooper, Mr. Richard L.
Mr. Bacheller at his estate Gate had the Time," and "The Human Cheney, Dr. Richard Burton, Prof.
Touch."
Wattles, Dr. Grover, Dean Andero' the Isles.
Fannie Hurst was the first wo son, James Gowdy, Col. Leonard,
Miss Champ's subject was J. P.
and Prof. Harris.
an to display her creation. The
Donnelly, Lake county pioneer
General Business of Board |
The Whistling Kettle Tea Room
who was instrumental in the deve- subject, "Here Comes Mrs. RooseIncludes Election of Two
loping of Mt. Dora and the county. velt" told of Mrs. Eleanor Roose- was tastefully decorated for the
Miss Hawes' essay was of William velt, the First Lady of the Land, occasion. On each table were vases
The annual meeting of the Board
is something new under the of yellow and orange calendulas.
Jackson.
for women. She exemplifies At each guest's place at the table of Trustees of Rollins College was
Miss Emily Showalter of Winter
place card with the insignia held Friday, February 23,
Park received honorable mention the unit of home-radiance, kindliA concert given by Benj
of Knowles Memorial
ness and good humor. Miss Hurst of the Rollins Sandspur and an edifor the originality of her es
DeLoache, baritone of the Curtis
explained that
Mrs. Roosevelt torial comment which had been Chapel.
"Loring A. Chase," while 1
Two new trustees were elected. Institute of Music, will be the
printed
when
the
Sandspur
was
must
have
zest
wherever
she
is—
Helen McDonald was mentioned
They were, Mrs. Charles Ringling, fourth number of the Artists Serfor the excellence of her delivery. wherever there is life, zest must established in 1894. Each guest
given a copy of the Foun- of Sarasota, Florida; and Dr. Gas- ies sponsored by Miss Russell.
be also. Everything to her is for
Dr. Albert Shaw, editor of *
ton H. Edwards of Orlando. Mr. The program will take place Satview of Reviews," spoke briefly the welfare of human beings. She ders' Week Sandspur.
Edwards is a graduate of Yale urday, March 3.
At the conclusion of a very
On the place of the local pioneers stated that Mrs Roosevelt possesMr. DeLoache, a descendent of
ty and is at present the
ses a light on her forehead which delicious luncheon, Jimmy Gowdy,
in the history of the nation.
head of the Yale Alumni Associa- a fine old family of French Huleads
a
path
into
every
human
editor-in-chief of the Sandspur
The essay contest was estabgenots, was born in Camden, S. C.
)n
of
Florida.
lished in 1920 by Irving Bacheller, life. "Here Comes Mrs Roosevelt." acted as toastmaster and introducA formal resolution was passed He planned to become a physician
under the auspices of Rollins Col- Her coming brings gifts to every- ed the speakers from the speaker's
expressing sympathy to the rela- and completed his pre-medical
table. Dr. Holt was called upon to
lege, for the young people attendtives of the late Henry Herman work at Wofford College before he
Our
own
honored
Dr.
Granberry
speak a word of introduction. He
ing Florida high schools. Two gold
Westinghouse and of Louis Boisot, decided to change his professional
medals are awarded annually for was the fifth to bring his own gave four poems each representing
plans and study music. This
former trustees of the college.
the best essays, the work being famous short story, "A Trip to one of the more prominent guests
re was a review of routine change was encouraged by much
judged for historical accurary, Czardis." It is the pitiful story present. His first was a sea poem
ss and a report of the gen- favorable criticism of his baritone
of
two
youngsters
who
eagerly
for
Irving
Bacheller's
benefit,
graceful expression, thought and
situation.
The
await the trip to Czardis for then then followed a poem appropriate eral financial
originality.
In 1927 came the Atwater Kent
trustees were pleased with a reMr.
Essays delivered this year were: they would be able to see their for Col. Leonard, one for
contest and a burst of sudden proport
of
how
the
Unit
Cost
Plan
"Isaac Vanderpool," by Miss Bar- father. On their arrival to the Caldwell, Rollins trustee, followed,
minence.
Mr. DeLoache was chowas operating.
Iiara Bennett, of Maitland; "J. P. town, they are met by the iron and one for Mr. Jones whom he
The following members of the sen as leader of his city, AsheDonnelly," by Miss Champ; "Gen- bars which held their "Papa" from remarked was from the "Alfalfa
ville,
N.
C,
and then as state reboard were present: Hamilton
eral H. S. Sanford" by Miss Geor- them. We are proud of Dr. Gran- State" of Oklathoma. The llasit
Holt, President; William Russell presentative for the final New
gena Hart of Sanford; "H. J. bei-ry and feel highly praised in poem was to Mr. Cheney. Each of
York
contest,
in which fifty thouO'Neal, secretary; Ervin Theodore
Bryant" by Mr. Thomas Oatway, having him as one of our profes- the four "honored" guests gave a
Brown, treasurer; Irving Bachel- sand voices participated, and in
retort to Dr. Holt.
Lake Worth; "William Jackson" sors.
which
he
won
third prize.
ler, T. W. Lawton, Edgar C. LeonAttorney General Homer S.
The two main speakers for the
by the second prize winner, Miss
Following the Atwater Kent
ard, Richard Lloyd Jones, DougHawes; "William Benton Hender- Cummings, the next contributor, luncheon were next introduced by
contest
Mr.
DeLoache
went to the
lass W Potter, Newton Pendleton
son" by Miss McDonald of Tampa gave us the wonderful and beauti- Gowdy. The first was Mr. Richard
Yoweli, Donald A. Cheney, Fran- Curtis Institute of Music and durand "Loring A. Chase" by the win- ful definition of laws. He said, Lloyd Jones, editor and owner of
ing
the
past
three
years
has made
ces Knowles Warren and Halsted
ner of the Honorable Mention, they are living things fashioned I the Tulsa Tribune, who spoke up(Continued on Page 2)
W. Caldwell.
I
Miss Showalter of Winter Park.
(Continued on Page 2)
1
(Continued on Page 2)

Rollins Living Magazine Brings
Brilliant Aggregation To
Winter Park

ESSAY CONTEST
HELD ON F l A Y

NEW TRUSTEES
ARE SELECTED

Impressive Program Is Featured
By Giving Of Seven
Degrees
On the forty-ninth annual Founders' Day celebration of Rollins
College Convocation services were held in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. Seven esteemed gentlemen were the recipients of honorary
given by Rollins. Thr of these men are statesmen of great
Two are leaders in the field of religion and humanitarianism.
One man, Clarence H. Cook, an educator, famed for his devotion to
his work. The other was F. Kingsbury Curtis, leader in law.
~
Dr. Harry Pinneo Dewey opened
the program with the invocation.
The Rollins College choir followed this with the anthem, "Hallelujah, Amen," from Judas Maccaaeus by Handel.
The Hon. Daniel C. Roper, Secretary of Commerce of the United States, the first speaker of the
morning, addressed the assembly
on the topic "Recharting A NaIn his talk Secretary Roper
said that "we are confronted with
grave responsibilities in launching
w order in our economic and
1 life, charged with the duty
of recharting the ideals and objectives of a nation." He told of
25 organized emergency units
which constitute "the corrective
process for economic and social
recovery, while at the same time
FRANK B. KELLOGG
providing the fundamental bases
preventive program which will
forestall the recurrence of another
catastrophe such as we have experienced during the past four
years." The immediate success of
the program and the ultimate success depends upon the understanding.and support on the part of the
people through proper educational
President Holt Officiates at efforts. The attitude of the peoCeremony
ple must be right and constructive.
Stressing the important
part
Three portraits were formally that schools and colleges play in
presented at the a r t studio^ Satur- the return to prosperity, the Secday morning at 11:30. President retary emphasized that these inHamilton Holt of Rollins College stitutions must give our nation
led the ceremony of the unveiling. trained men surcharged with a
Many friends of the college and zeal for service, rather than proresidents of Winter Park attended pelled only by a desire "to hold
the ceremony.
public office or accumulate maThe first presentation was a terial wealth. He went on to say
portrait of Miss Lucy Cross, pre- that education must not only
of Eollins College, painted create leaders but also those who
by Mr. Jean Jacques Pfister. Mrs. understand what the leaders are
Holland Stevens, former Florida trying to accomplish and who are
state regent of the D. A R, spoke willing to give it their full supbriefly of Miss Cross in presenta- port. "The greater task of education. Professor A .J. Hanna accept- tion today," concluded Mr. Roper,
ed the portrait with a few words "is to relate the individual to the
of commendation of Miss Cross, broader picture and instill in him
and a brief resume of her work the satisfying pleasure of effective public service, together with a
for Rollins.
The second portrait, likewise devotion to cut form of governpainted by Mr. Pfister, was of Rev. ment in its proper purposes and
Charles Bingham, co-laborer with objectives."
A musical selection followed
Miss Cross in the founding of
Rollins College, and at one time Secretary Roper. Robert Currie
vice-president of the board of substituted for Marie Sundelius
trustees. Miss Grace Bingham, who is still unable to sing because
daughter of Mr. Bingham, present- of throat trouble.
The Honorable Homer Stille
ed the portrait, which was in turn
accepted by Mr. W. R. O'Neal, a Cummings was the second and last
trustee on the board with Mr. speaker of the morning. AttorBingham. The latter mentioned ney General of the United States
particularly Mr. Bingham's in- gave a stirring talk on "Educafluence through his church, con- tion, Science and the New Deal."
The first of the honorary degregation, and educational counsel
so essential to the founding of a grees was conferred upon James
Bishop Thomas, of Winter Park,
new institution.
The last portrait, that of Mr. Florida. Of him, Dr. Campbell,
Charles Fairchild, second presi- Dean of the Rollins Chapel and
dent of Rollins, was painted by Mr. Public Orator, said: "James Bishop
Ealph
McKelvey.
Mrs. Helen Thomas comes of a long line of
Fairchild McKelvey presented the ministers reaching back to colonportrait of her father with a brief ial times. He put himself through
outline of his career as a promoter Rutgers College by winning a comof advanced education in Oberlin petitive scholarship. Dr. Thomas
College, Berea CoHege, and Rollins. was ordained both as a deacon and
She included a brief description priest by Bishop Lawrence of
of Winter Park in those days of Massachusettes. He has labored
a long board walk in place of a among fishermen on the Massaboulevard and many tiny strag- chusettes Coast. Ten years ago
gling trees hither and yon. Mr. Dr. Thomas began his labors a t
Richard Lloyd Jones,
Rollins' Winter Park and he has held the
newly accepted trustee, concluded chair of Bible Comparative Reli(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued o:. Page 2)

PORTRAITS ARE
UNVEILEO HERE

THE

Seven Emminent Men
Get Honorary Degrees
at Convocation Mon.

the side of peace rather than on
the side of war. You have been
the instrument, therefore, in hastening that day when, as Victor
Hugo prophesied, the only battlefield will be the market opening
to commerce and the mind opening
to new ideas.
Frank Billings Kellogg you
have rendered a service to all humanity and Rollins College honors
itself in conferring upon you the
degree of Doctor of Humanities,
and admitting you to all its rights
and privileges.
upon Dr. Clarence Cook of New
York was judged by the audience
to be one of the most touching
spectacles of the day. It was received with the feeling that a
really worthy man was being recognized at last for his many years
of devoted service to the youth of
the country. It remained for the
great character of President Holt
whose kindly eyes see far beneath
the surface of things, to perform
this gracious, well deserved ac^,,
Mr. Cook has taught a t Columbia Grammar School for fiftyseven consecutive years. He remembers the assassination of Lincon vividly. He has prepared boys
for colleges through these many
years and he is still going strong,
teaching Latin and mathematics
with a mind which is still as clear
as a crystal. Dr. Holt has said
that he has come in contact with
three real teachers during his
school days. Mr. Cook, a t Columbia Grammar, was one of these
men. One he met at Yale and the
third at Columbia. Dr. Campbell,
after aquainting the audience with
Dr. Cook's splendid record and
outlining his useful life, said:
"Lest I speak as one not having
authority, I call to, witness two of
his pupils—Robert Fuchs, a graduate
of Columbia
Grammar
School in 1931 whom Mr. Cook prepared for Rollins; and Hamilton
Holt, a graduate of Columbia
men. Before you signed your name
Grammar School in 1891, whom Dr.
Kellogg-Briand
Peace
Cook prepared for Yale.
Treaty on August 27, 1926, war
was a perfectly legal and, in fact,
Robert Fuchs then presented Mr.
the only final method of settling Cook to Dr. Holt who conferred
international disputes. Up to that upon him the degree of Doctor of
time it was possible for a nation Laws.
to wage war without the imputaDr. Campbell next introduced
tion of moral guilt. From the day Frederick Kingsbury Curtis of
that the Kellogg-Briand Treaty Tuxedo Park, N. Y. Mr. Curtis is
went into effect war was out- the product of St. Paul's School,
lawed. Any nation that now goes Yale University and Columbia
to war in violation of its solemn University Law School. For nearobligation under the Pact is under ly fifty years he has been the
burden of proof to show that the head of one of the largest metrowar is morally justifiable. In other politan law firms.
words, by your efforts the naMr. Curtis is the chairman of
tions have put law and morals on
the Serbian Aid Relief, is an art
collector and an antique collector.
He was honored with a Doctor of
Laws degree by Dr. Holt.
The Honorabe
Homer
Stille
Paid for Old Gold
Cummings, Attorney General of
the United States, was the last to
receive his degree.
"Opposite the Depot"

bunal has had the enviable record
of occupying the office of Governor, Secretary of State and Judge
of the Permanent Court of Intrenational Justice. But where shall
we find an American, living or
(Continued from Page 1)
dead, who has served his fellowgions in Rollins, resigning
last men as delegate from one of the
summer to devote his entire time forty-eight sovereign states to the
to the All Saints Parish." Dr. Holt United States Senate, who has occonferred the degree of Doctor of cupied with unique distinction of
Divinity upon Dr. Thomas.
holding the foremost portfolio in
Harry Pinneo Dewey was the the Cabinet, who has been given
second to receive his degree. Dr. by his President the highest dipDewey has served for the past 26 lomatic post abroad, and who has
years as pastor of Plpmouth] been elected by the suffrages of
Church in Minneapolis. He was the world to membership in that
born in Illinois and was educated tribunal of which it was prophesied
at Williams College and Andover nearly a century ago t h a t when
Theological Seminary. Before go- it came into existence it would
ing to Minneapolis Dr. Dewey held constitute the highest Court of
pastorates a t the South Church in Appeals this side the bar of EterConcord, N. H., and the Church of nal Justice.
the Pilgrims at Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Such a man is with us this
Dr. Dewey is now president of the
morning. Mr. President, I have the
Minneapolis Federation of Prohonor of recommending to you
testant churches. He has been
Frank Billings Kellogg for the degiven the degree of Doctor of
gree of Doctor of Humanities."
Divinity by Dartmouth
College.
President Hamilton Holt: "Frank
Dr. Dewey received the degree of
Billings Kellogg, lawyer, diploDoctor of Humanities from Rolmat, Nobel Peace Laureate, you
lins College.
have successively risen by your
Frank Billings Kellogg, of St. own merit from District Attorney
Paul, Minn., was the next to re- to United States Senator; from
ceive his degre. Dre. Campbell United States Senator to Secretary of State; from Secretary of
said of Mr. Kellogg:
"To hod even one high public State to Ambassador to Great
to
office is an honor that comes to Britain; from Ambassador
but few men. To hold two or more Great Britain to Judge of the PerInternational
high public offices is
sufficient manent Court of
rare good fortune to more than Justice. In each of these public
gratify any ambition. Men who trusts you have rendered high and
have occupied the presidential of- ever higher services to your counfice have not infrequently served try and the world.
likewise as governors, senators,
It is not given to us to anticiambassadors and judges. There is pate the verdict of history. But
but one instance in our history of the Pact
which
bears
your
the same man holding during his name and t h a t of Aristide Briand
lifetime the office of President of
doubtedly the greatest adthe United States and Chief Jusin humanity's struggle for
tice of the United States Supreme eternal peace—save, of course, the
Court. The man who is now the League of Nations and the World
Chief Justice of our highest tri- Court—yet accomplished by states-

Andre Bteauty Salon
206 E. Park Ave., Phone 218
Winter Park

CASH

C. L. Pruyn

Advertise in the Sandspur
HUNNGRY

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Commerce, spoke on "Commerce
and the Future."
He compared
the traffic signals of today with
the commerce. Traffic lights are
an absolute necessity for protection of rights. This is made more
(Continued from Page 1)
positive with the new complexity
of congestion. Such is commerce—
for servicft. They act as trusted
a necessity and safe reward for
servants, ministering to the needs
the condition of the future. It is a
of mankind.
means for safe economic structure.
Corra Harris offered most unGeorge A. Plimpton, a man
usual and interesting reviews of
several books. Her humorous, yet much interested in education, president
of the Board of Trustees at
firm and definite criticisms were
much appreciated by the audience. Amherst, has the finest collection
of
school
books. He told of many
She referred to James Joyce as a
homely creature and the book of his rare books which date back
many
years.
Two most interesting
"Ulysses" as a famed bootlegger
edition. Her expressions were most and dear books are the copies of
the
"Illiad"
and the "Odyssey"
original in eloquence and subtle
which were presented to Luther
remarks.
and Erasmus. Plimpton stated
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings read
that contrary to most opinions,
a chapteh entitled "The Cane
the Bible was not the first printed
Grinding' from her recent successs
by Guttenburg, it was an Elemen"South Moon Under." It describtary Latin Grammar. Dr. Plimped the unusual scene of cane grindton is fortunate enough to own
ing in Florida and told how the
the original.
people make so much of the ocJoe Mitchell Chappie, the folcasion. Everyone young and old
join in with the merrymaking. lowing contributor spoke of the
People for miles come to lend the swiftness of time and travel and
help in the grinding. Everywhere of how the popular product, the
s merriment as only the "scrub" radio was once prophseized to become common as the telephone.
knows it.
Harry P. Dewey described an
Dr. Grover, publisher of the
Ride
Through
the
magazine, spoke of the "pink "Autumn
Berkshires."
The scenes are made
sheet" or advertising contributed
to the animated publication. He most real and interesting by his
stated that every penny from the very excellent choice of words and
anvertising insert would be used phrases. He says those that can be
for the purpose of new books for raptured and wrought by nature,
the Rollins College library. He have the emotional response to
hoped that the endowment fund Him who fashions them and maniwould continue to increase. A Rol- fests His presence in winning
lins Book-a-month club has been them to His ideals.
organized this year and it is antiRoger Babson, the read and
cipated that everyone will take an sought writer of the "Financial
interest in it.
Page," was the next honored
William Hazlett Upson introduc- writer. He said t h a t he is optimised one of his most characteristic tic about 1934 because people are
stories "Too Old to Matter." It learning to follow the Commandrelated the visit of a friend to the ments, the cause of the depreshome of the Williamsons, people sion. Babson described today as a
described as being most interest- man flat on his back, only being
ing. During the course of the able to look upward. It is up to the
evening, the conversation became public to make conditions, not the
quite dull and monotonous. Mrs. President, he declared. Better
Williamson giving her ideas of the business is the cause of the law
long story "Anthony
Adverse," of action and reaction. The banks
and Mr. Williamson his ideas for of the Potomac will become more
the cure of the country's ills, etc. important than those of New
stated
When the old grandfather be- York. Babson definitely
gan telling a most intersting that the seeds of prosperity are
incident of his early youth, the planted. Spiritual character must
younger people sent him to bed as be developed. This is a point he
they thought his story would bear stressed most ardently throughout
too heavily on the patience of the his speech. A Secretary of Characfriend, and besides he was "too ter should be installed in the
cabinet to
develop character
old to matter"
among all groups of people. It is
Arthur Guiterman lived up to interesting to know that this is
his old reputation. He read a very the first time the "Financial
humorous poem "Cold," a folk tale Page" has ever been read before
of Noah's Ark. He explained why it is received by the customers.
a dog's nose is always cold, why
a woman's elbow is cold and the
The beloved Joseph Lincoln was
reason a man stands with his back the last on the program. He
to the fire. Guiterman met with typified his character in reading
much response from the amused a lovely little poem entitled "The
and appreciative audience.
Woodbox." It was most humorousDaniel C. Roper, Secretary of ly touching in its own environment

Noted Authors Make
Contributions to the
Rollins Animated Mag

Pres. Holt Officiates
R. L. Jones Among
Speakers at the 40th At Portrait Unveiling
Sandspur Luncheon
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
on the subject of "How to Make
a Newspaper." His first remark
was the conferring of a compliment to the make-up of the Sandspur.
He expressed how well woven
America is as compared to the
European countries where prejudices and animosities
keep
Europe in a state of turmol. If
any mishap befalls a state within
this country we are at once mindful of it and it is our concern as
well.
"The newspaper," Mr. Jones continued, "brings the intelligence of
the day to us, makes us a homogeneous people, from California to
Connecticut."
Journalism, he said, is an intricate business and should draft the
men with real capacity. The trouble today is that there are too
,many newspapers which are commercially minded when the crying
need is for a more sustaining purpose for the press.
The best professors of journalism, Mr. Jones went on to say, are
the ones who are most proficient
in many subjects, such as history,
philosophy, economics,
science,
etc. A broad culture is needed in
newspaper making and a knowledge of the technical analysis of
how the thing is done. The real
news story, he stressed, is not the
immediate story, as the faithful
account of a fire, but what is important is to show up the inefficiency of fire inspection which
caused the loss of human life.
His warning was not to be too
comprehensive in reporting. If a
reporter is to interview a celebritp he should avoid the too comprehensive qestion of "what do
you think of such and such."
The second speaker, Mr. Charles
P. Cooper, former managing editor of the New York "Evening
Sun'* and professor of journalism
at Columbia University, gave a
lively talk which a t first seemed
in opposition to
the
former
speaker's comment
on
newspaper work. But as he continued
it was increasingly evident t h a t
they were much of the same opinand seemed to be thoroughly enjoyed as all of Lincoln's works.
The large crowd of approximately 7,000 people was much appreciative of the efforts of the leading creative writers who gave
them a living and animated piece
of their work. Another Founders'
Week and another issue of the
Animated Magazine has successfully passed into oblivion and all
are planning for a reappearance
next year.

the presentations with a few words
on the light of progress necessary
to education, and the "happy combination of New England culture, western social spirit, and
the southern setting."
Mr. Pfister told of the "inspiration from these pioneers of education," which had enabled him to
recreate in color
these
fine
people from the cold gray images
on photographic plates .
President Holt concluded with a
reminder of Mr. Pfister's excellent work, and the spirit of superb self-sacrifice built in the
strong foundations of
Rollins
College.
Mrs. John Cijrty helped Mrs.
Pfister receive the guests of the
occasion. The Garden Club of Winter Park of which Miss Enyart is
president, arranged the attractive
decorations of the studio. Mrs.
Carty, Miss Enyart, and Mrs. William McMillan gave lovely flowers.

Benjamin DeLoache,
Baritone, To Sing
(Continued from Page 1)
a splendid record. He )ras sung
for the Curtis Institute, the Philadelphia Grand Opera Company,
and in many outside professional
engagements for which he is always in great demand. He has
been heard in
"Le
Jongleur,"
"Boris Godounov," "Gianni Schicchi," and "Tosca" with the Philadelphia Grand Opera Company,
and with the Philadelphia Orchestra in its American premier of
Moussorgsky's
original
"Boris
Godounov," and "Die Gluckliche
Hand."
ion on many points. He said, to begin with, that he held no brief for
any school of journalism but, he
said, two years or more in the
Columbia School of Journalism
had not crippled any man, "at
least the man's style is not cramped by going to the Columbia
School of Journalism."
Cooper made the remark t h a t if
those who have entered journalism
have deserted it, if journalism is
hort-sighted it can lure people
away, it is to the losal of journalism. The whole trouble. Cooper
said, is that the recompense for
journalists is too low. Journalists
deserve something more than a
ere subsistence wage.
Under the New Deal, Cooper
concluded, there is promise for a
ghter outlook for journalists.
Editorial writers will come to be
looked upon as the real interpreters of the history of our time.
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Call ,88 About Our
Club Breakfast

Witching Hour
There's

Color—Dash—Youth
in these new

Bronley Swim Suits
You'll find only the fashions
that have won their 1934 letter
3n Miami Beach. In glamorous
new woolastic weaves
that
cling so closely and wear so
long. Models just daring enough.
Colors, plenty of them. Sizes
34 to 42.

$5 to $6.50
Swin Shop—Second Floor
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LATCH STRING
In The Sunken Garden
718 Magnolia Ave.

Luncheon 40c and 65c
Dinner 75c

NERVOUS. TH
„pS„
ON CAWEIS. THET
MY NERVES . . • AND, BOY,
HOW GOOD THEY TASTE I

Phone Orlando 8751
for Special Parties and
Banquets

Here's the Low Down ;>
on Low Heels
'^'•^
The
TAM—in
various
smart combinations.

$6.50
and
$7.50

.•.5|

They give you the right posture to carry off the important
new LEISURE FASHION clothes. They look more youthful
and are more comfortable.. Smartest women jhere and in
Paris, are wearing them. We have them in all variations
from flat on up.

t

WALK OVER BOOT SHOP

A

64 North Orange Ave., Orlando
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Beacham Theatre Block
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THE

RoUinsania
By M. J. DAVIS

Well, it's all over but the shouting . . . and the publicity I ! They
gay that Professor Weinberg put
on ten years and added another
streak of gray here and there,
when he woke up Convocation
morning and saw t h a t heavy dew
falling. Might as well tear up
that new street now . . . we haven't
any use for it anymore. Nobody is
using it, anyway!
The "Aggravated
Magazine"
was a huge success, nevertheless.
The Administration certainly outdid itself this year in corralling
the country's leading dignitaries;
next year they'll have to headline
Hitler, Mussolini, Mae West, and

We Specialize
in
Satisfaction
WHISTLING
KETTLE
on Lyman A\te.

Primo Carnero in order to keep up
the pace. As usual, there weren't
enough seats to go around, and
about fifty million' people milled
around on each other's feet and
trampled on the helpless ushers.
Brigadier-General Gordon Spence,
who was Commander in charge of
the Left Wing Bleacher's Section,
was crushed beyond recognition as
the angry horde broke through
when the reserved-seat section
was thrown open, while the entire
43rd Division of Light Field Artillery is still missing. Demands
from irate customers for the removal of hindering umbrellas and
other forms of sunshades, soft
chocolates peppermints being passed around the bleachers over various bald heads and perspiring
necks, and the poem and story
contributed by Arthur Guiterman
and William Hazlett Upson, respectively, contributed in no small
way' to the success and enjoyment
of the afternoon's festivities.
Convocation highlights include
the dramatic ovation given to
Statesman Kellogg, tastly attired
in his royal red robes, which was
the envy of every trustee present;
the enormous representation from

John Erskine's New Serial Novel Starts February
25th in the Magazine Section. Get your

ITetatb d ^ ^ arribunc
through Severin Bourne
HAVANA AND NASSAU TOURS
All Expenses $25 to $45
Students' European Tour — From New York July 3rd
5 Countries ^ 7 Weeks — All Expenses $233.50
For AU Travel Information and Tickets see the
ORLANDO STEAMSHIP AGENCY
4 Autrey Arcade — Phone 8913 — Orlando, Fla.

BEAUTY SECTION
WK RECOMMEND
ADVERTISE IN
T H E SANDSPUR

Superfluous Hair^ Warts and
Moles Permanently Removed
All Branches of Hairdressing

The Ritz
Beauty Salon
Ph. 427-J

123 Morse Blvd.

the Student Body, due to the fact,
no doubt, that Daytona Beach is
such a dreary place when it rains;
the forceful and inspiring address
delivered by the Secretary of
Commerce and the Attorney General; and the singing of the Alma
Mater by the choir and the congregation. To those who did not recognize it, it was the final number
rendered; the words were printed
plainly in the back of the book.
The Student Body, as a whole,
behaved in exemplary fashion,
when you consider that many were
finding themselves in the chapel
for the first time. Their docile attitude may have been due, of
course, to the fact that about 95
per cent of them were engaged in
such absorbing games as "Tit Tat
Toe" and "Hang the Man," during
the entire service. (No, they were
not bothered much by the speakers). There were a number of complaints, too, about the tiny bit of
blank space provided a t the bottom of the program sheet for those
adventurous students who participated in these engrossing pasttimes. Possibly, if they printed
programs with a few blank sheets
for scribbling notes, drawing cartoons, and making paper hats and
boats, or even a simple crossword puzzle now and then, student
attendance at Chapel might pick
up. It could be tried, anyhow, it*s
about the only thing they haven't
done!!
Possibly, likewise, out of respect for the moral and intellectual
standards of the trustees and hon
ored guests, the words to th<
Lord's Prayer were not printed out
on this week's program. On the
other hand, it is possible that it
was only due to lack of space.
After all, a good many of the
trustees are former graduates of
Rollins College.
They cut our comment on the
February issue of the "Flamingo"
last week, but we mean to get it
in, sooner or later. What struck
us was the overwhelming percentage of tales dealing with, shellshock, victims, morons, feebleminded drug addicts, and half
wits. (Too bad there wasn't a
college story, too, to complete the
set-up). Someone, we think it was
Hal "Cokey" Sproul, the man who
has probably ruined more budding literary geniuses than any of
the other faculty members combined, suggested that this sudden
trend toward abnormal literary
output was dueto current social
forces around about. How then,
would that account for the December issue, which was just chock
full of rape, pillage, and gore.
Current social forces, eh ? ?
Sproul, to get back to an unpleasant subject, likewise ranks as
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Harry P. Dewey Talks Glee Club to Stage
Pop Concert To Be
At Chapel Service Mikado in Theatre
On March 8 and 9 Held In Rec. Hall
Choosing "The Main Point," as
the topic for his talk. Dr. Harry
Thursday Evening

P. Dewey, prominent clergyman
and pastor of the Plymouth church
of Minneapolis, Minn., spoke a t
the Morning Meditation Services
last Sunday in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The innovocation was read by
Frederick Yust, the Responsive
Reading was led by Mildred Eickmeyer, Richard Shattuck gave the
Old Testament Lesson while Virginia Jaekel read the lesson from
the New Testament.

The Glee Club's production of
Gilbert and Sullivan's "Mikado"
should be one of the outstanding
productions of the year.
It is being rehearsed daily under the joint directorship of C. O.
Honaas, Bruce Dougherty and Dr.
E. E. Fleischman.
The cast is as follows: Ko-Ko,
Everitt Roberts, Poo-Bah, Theodore Ehrlich, Pish-Tush, Milford
Davis, Nanki-Poo, John Beaufort,
Yum-Yum, Helen Welch, PittiSing, Jeanette Houghton, Peep-Bo,
Bruna Bergonzi, Katisha, Virginia
Shrigley, and the chorus which is
composed of voices selected from
the Glee Club,
The Winter Park Symphony
The Mikado will be presented in
Orchestra will give the fourth in the Annie Russell Theatre March
its series of concerts on Sunday 8-9 at 8:15 p. m.
afternoon March 4, at four o'clock
in Recreation Hall. The concert
will again be under the direction of day night didn't make an awfully
Harve Clemens.
big impression on us. Too many
strangers underfoot and a bit too
much
exhibitionism and not enough
one of the outstanding critics of
the drama in this neck of the good dancing rhythm on the part of
the
band,
which was probably the
woods. (And is he ever rank!) We
are anxious to see his review of best act we've had around here
in
a
good
many moons. A can of
"Death Takes a Holiday" appearing this issue. As far all we were tomato juice, likewise, to Professor
Stone
and
Johnny Brown, for
concerned, it looked more like
"Gangland Takes a Holiday," what the rosiest blush of the evening!!
Next on the program is the
with some member of the cast pullCross Country Race on Monday
ing a gat out of his hip pocket
afternoon, and the Glee Club's
every few minutes and shooting up
presentation of the rip roaring
the garden scenery and the leadGilbert and Sullivan farce "The
ing man. Nice people, these EngMikado" next Thursday and Frilish week-enders! First prize goes day. We guarantee plenty of exto the scenery, set, and lighting citement and amusement to those
department for putting the show who turn out for either, or both,
over; that's our idea of beautiful events. Signing off now; see
stage work!
more of you in the bathtub!!
Allow us to point out the interesting case of Louise Jenkin's
nose. Notice, if you will, the decided
improvemet
along the
Medicarcus Scapuli (not to be confused with Caveat Emptor, or
February 28, 1934:
other Greek Letter Society motWagner
toes). Louise, it seems, got tang- 1. Rienzi Overture
led up with, an arm chair over at 2. Up the Saguenay* Alex Russell
Pugsley, and lit, not ungently, on 3. Funeral March of a Marionether phtiboscis, causing that mem- 4. Solo by Robert Currie, tenor
ber to swell to know uncertain 5. Choral prelude, "O world, I
now must leave thee"
Brahms
proportions, and in no wise addPieme
ing to Louise's charm and beauty. 6. Serenade
The Greek Letter Dance Satur- 7. Fourth Sonata, Allegro Assai

Symphony Orchestra
Will Hold Concert

Organ Vespers

$1.00

R. R Leedy Co.
Pataky Gallery

•

6. a. Waltz, Op. 64
Chopin
b. By the Waters of MinneManxman 103 Years Old
tonka
Lieuranco
Perry, C , (U.P.)—A strained
c The Music Box
— Liadow leg muscle was the only ill effect
'. Toccata, from the Fifth Sym- of a fall suffered by Orrin Quigphony
Widor gin, 103-year-old resident here.

its about as
good as a
fobaccopouch

Kayser White Gloves
4 New Styles

•

A Pop Concert, fancifully entitled "Fete of the Nations," is to be Phi Beta Kappa's Hear Addi\ess on 16th Century
held in Recreation Hall Thursday,
February 29, at 8:15. It will be a
Education
colorful affair, for many of the
hose present at the annual
guests will wear costumes of varmeeting of the Phi Beta Kappas
ious nations.
of Central Florida were taken
Forty-five tables have been sold back to the early 16th century by
to people who plan to watch the Dr. George A. Plimpton who read
musical program, which will be an from his book "The Educaion of
attractive
entertainment
with Shakespeare," telling of the earsolo dancers. Waitresses dressed liest text books in the history of
in Italian peasant costumes will the world, many of which are in
pass among the tables taking or- his private library.
ders for refreshments and selling
The meeting was held at the
cigarettes, candy and flowers. Ten
of these girls will be college stu- home of President Holt, and there
were over a hundred guests predents.
sent to hear Dr. Plimpton's unDuring the intermissioni there usual address. As one of those
will be a Grand March of all peo- present expressed it, "it was fasple dresse(^ in costumes, down the cinating" to listen to Dr. Plimplength of Recreation Hall past
ton go back four centuries and tell
judges' stand after which prizes of the methods of instruction in
will be awarded for the most at- those remote times. The requiretractive costume.
ments in Latin, mathematics, etc.,
At the close of the entertain- were far more difficult for the
ment there will be general danc- beginners
in their educational
ing for those who are unable to system than for those more adcome until late as well as for vanced in our present system. ;
those who have been there all eveIt would be a difficut task to try
ning. Admission is fifty cents for
to find one better ftted to talk
the entire evening, twenty-five
upon the subject of "The Educacents for the latter half.
tion of Shakespeare" than
Dr.
Plimpton, for he has been a collecGuilmant tor of early text books, and has
made a study of them for many
March 2, 1934, 5:30 P M.
years. His rich store of informa(Repeated for March 3, 1934, 5 p. tion is at his finger tips.
m. Florida Audubon Society
After Dr. Plimpton's talk, there
visiting members)
was a business meeting of the
1. Procession of the Sardar
Phi Beta Kappa's. The president,
—
Ippolitow-Iwanow Dr. Harry Taylor, from Stetson,
took charge of the meeting. Prof.
from Caucasian Sketches.
Robert Howard, newly elected
2. Andante Cantabile
Tschaikowski vice president, and Prof. Willard
Wattles, secretary-treasurer, both
from Symphony V.
3. Fneral March of a Marionet- on the Rollins faculty, are the other
te
Gounod officers. The Torch and Scroll,
4. Florida Dawn (ms)
Siewert honorary organization a t Stetson,
5. Solo—Marjorie Norman, so- and the Rollins Key Society were
invited to attend this meeting.
prano.

•

Lithographs by
Jose Clementte Orozco
of Mexican Life and Tradition
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H I S Granger p a c k a g e is w h a t

17 West Washington St.
Orlando
Open 10 A. M. to 5 P. M. Daily
Sunday 3-6 P. M.

I call g o o d c o m m o n sense. It's

just about as g o o d as a t o b a c c o
pouch.

For Delightful
Banquets or Bridge Parties

Phone
Orlando
5461
for
Reservations

Sport Coats

"Here's w h a t I m e a n — i t k e e p s

Special!
Plate Lunches
25c

the t o b a c c o right, and y o u
T h a t makes it h a n d y t o carry.

" A n d I w a n t t o p u t in a w o r d

The Winter Park
Pharmacy

for t h e t o b a c c o w h i l e I'm at it.

Established 20 Years
Phone 16
Free Delivery

Granger keeps a p i p e clean as a
whistle, and m a n , it is c o o l .

To Wear

AU Day
Any Day
Every Day

can

fold it u p smaller after every p i p e .

a sensible pack
10 cents

SPORT SHORTS
for Swimming-,
Tennis,
Volley Ball, and general
atheletic wear.

" / want

to say

is just

about

tohacco

1 ever

Granger
the

best

smoked."

Made of gabardine in
white and solid colors of
blue, canary and gray.
With belted and laced
waists and small key pocket

ranger Rough Cut

FRANCES

$1.95 and $2.50

SLATER

R. C.Baker, Inc.

the pipe tohacco thafs MILD
the pipe tohacco that's COOL

Tweeds and
Light
Woolens

Orlando, Florida

"at the corner,
downtown"

mmm folks seettt to like it
® IM, licfflm & MwM To>*cco Co,
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STIMULATION
One of the purposes of an editorial is to
stimulate thought and action along certain
definite lines and certain equally welldefined policies.
In as much as college editorials are concerned, those lines of thought are usually
limited to such fields as scholastic integrity, sportsmanship, petty politics (thankfully Rollins is comparatively free of this
latter class), co-operation, and socialbility.
It's rather pitiful too t h a t these ideas
are so extremely localized. Oh, of course
we like to feel t h a t we here are worldly,
cosmopolitan, and exceedingly aware of
the things t h a t a r e ever changing in the
world about us. Actually, most of us are
so engrossed in trying to find out facts
and incidents t h a t occurred hundreds of
years ago that we are so out of touch with
the world outside of our own little planet
t h a t it is, as we hav esaid b ^ o r e , truely
pitiful.
It's pleasant, we suppose, to feel t h a t
we are spending our time unearthing facts
that are going to make our Lives more sublime when we attain the vastness of t h a t
outside world, but really now, should we
so bury ourselves in the dust of the past
t h a t the resurrection process will be as
laborious as the burial? Wouldn't it be infinitely more satisfactory if every once in
a while we would come up for air, and take
a good look a t some territory other than
our own? After all isn't it a type of narrowmindedness on our part? Are we verily
living full lives?
We have our own answers to these
questions, but if we were to divulge them
we should lose the purpose of this editorial, that purpose being :.o stimulate
thought.
J. A. G.
WHICH SHOULD IT BE
As one lies prostrate after a busy day
or week he is apt to think that Rollins as an
institution of learning is fast defeating its
own purpose. The average student is fairly swamped with petty offices, clubs, meetings, lectures, parties and countless other
distractions or attractions. Petty, gross,
indifferent be any or all of these yet
nevertheless each takes time. Consequently even a well budgeted day necessitates a
substraction from either classes, study, or

sleep and each seems to suffer proportionately.
A neophyte has one of several solutions
to this maze of social requisites. He may
remain oblivious to it all and either study
intensely or remain innert, the latter being
the major pitfall. He may pick one field
and in his satiety tell the other arts- to go
to hell. He may essay everything that is
offered but his folly is palable. The fact
persists t h a t he must do SOMETHING.
Often it seems it would be more advantageous to scrap the courses or on the other
hand the appendages which appear so inseparable. It is indeed difficult not to be
caught in the meshes of an over-full program.
If one finds that he cannot strike a
balance between his academic and social
interests he is generally a t a loss. After
all, parents expect more than a dangling
key, a well mixed cocktail, an a la mode
coiffure when their rather poor investment
treks home from college. Fortunately only
an automaton behaves as planned so we
have all humanity as a shouting example
of our shortcomings. Not t h a t shaking a
palatable cocktail is of no importance, not
that four-syllabled words are put on the
shelf, not t h a t Berbiskysisky's verbose
message carried no serious import; but a
p a r t of college training used to be study.
Alluding to the initial statement, of
course Rollins is not defeating its purpose.
A healthy tree has branches, leaves, buds,
color but mainly it has roots and trunk.
Strip it of branches an dit is grotesquely
bare, but the severed parts cease t o be of
consequence. Together they make a thing
of beauty, rounded, alive, purposeful. Society, the State, and the family unite so
that the young blood may more adequately broaden its outlook on life. There is no
better means than by an alert, progressive college and surely Rollins is that. The
panacea for the muddle one tends to find
himself in is a cool head. One can assimilate just so much and do it efficaciously
so choose your way carefully remembering
to pare down to an efficient maximum all
the glitter handed you.
R. E. S.

T H E AIR MAIL
It is extremely unfortunate that sweeping and drastic action was called for in
the clurrent air-mail situation, and particularly so t h a t it should occur in the midst
of a n extremely rigorous winter season
when flying is at best hazardous.
Several valuable lives have been lost
since the Army took over the air-mail
schedules formerly handled by private enterprises. Whether similar mishaps might
have occurred to other planes in the same
service is a moot point and can never be
determined; snap udgment has on the whole
condemned the sudden action which placed
the heavy burden of dangerous duty upon
inexperienced young fliers, even while
granting the existence of disgusting graft
behind the private contracts from which
the move arose.
Will Rogers, America's beloved comedian,
wohse insight is even greater than his
humor, pleaded for greater consideration of
the possible results of such an emergency
move; his early expressions of misgivings
have since become phophecies fulfilled as
Army planes have crashed endeavoring to
carry the mails despite overwhelming odds.
It seems that .although the laws under
which the original allegedly corrupt contracts were let state t h a t five years must
elapse in the event of cancellation before
application may be made for renewals, the
return of the air-mail service to the more
expeiliengled hands <ff pri'^ate enterprise
is called for.
.
Let corruption die in this case as it has
already died, in the precipitate conclusion
of unjust contracts, and let the present administration institute a new distribution
of t h e necessary privileges to existing air
companies .with all terms publicly published, and the full worth of the government behind them.
E. G. J.

OTHER EDITORIALS
METAPHYSICS
One of the most satisfactory tendencies
of modern times is the movement away
from metaphysics in philosophy, and its
replacement by a greater concentration on
ethica'l, social and political problems. In
every civilization the first thought interest
of man was metaphysical—the early
Greek philosophers speculated on the nature of the universe, the medieval schoolmen tried to find a metaphysic of Christ*
ianity, the early Hebrews were interested
in the first cause of the universe, and so
forth. However, as a civilization developed,
the tendency of philosophy was away from
metaphysics, to ethics and politics. Metaphysics was taken over by science which
did not idly speculate upon questions which
were created solely by definition ancj
language, but endeavored to understand
the mechanical nature of the universe.
Philosophy then turned to the problems of
society and endeavored to improve the
state and present a definition of the good,
Whether philosophy can ever answei;
these sociad problems is not the question,
but this modern tendency must be praised.
Metaphysics may be interesting as a verbal
game, it may give us esthetic pleasure, but
it is building upon thought-made problems which have no ultimate significance.
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Metaphysics does not deal with reality
One might attack all philosophy on the
grounds of not providing ultimate solutions, but this would be misinterpretin3;
the purpose and function of philosophy, but
metaphysics is open to the sound accusation of not dealing with real things—only
with the fabrications of our mind. If
philosophy can help humanity to clear itself
out of the chaos in which thought upon
social, political and economical problems ia
plunged, it will have performed a great
service—the only practical service of which
it is capable. Philosophy cani also help the
world by presenting to us the best of all
previous thought, dlearly and concisely, and
explaining t h a t thought. This, of course, is
not a practical function although certainly a useful and important one. I t is a
matter of great gratification that philosophy is finally realizing its limits and ita
functions.

J U S T HUf4ANS

By GENE CARR

Despit* an unusual amount of
adverse criticism of the Roosevelt
administration of late, the House
of Representatives displayed its
support of the Chief Executive by
passing the Brunner bill advocating the carrying ot air-mail by
army planes for an emergency
period of one year. The bill swept
through the P o u s e Saturday afternoon with only 81 members against
it, while 284 supported the measure.

It is apparent t h a t the thought of
modern megalopolitan society is turned
to those things which are this-wordly
rather than other-worldy, with religion
and ethics for their aesthetic and pragmatic signification, rather than with the
deeply speculative and trascendent problems which are the concern of metaphysics.—McGiH Daily.

The Brunner bill received practically the unanimous support of
the House Democrats, there being
only one opposer, Mrs. Greenway
of Arizona, while about eight
Republicans cast aside party prejudices and supported the Adniinisration's move. This ballot Saturday was an immediate answer
to the heated debate over the airmail contracts which had been
carried on in the Senate the previous day.

THE FACE FOR PEACE
America is just about ready for peace.
Not quite, however, for her navy still isn't
up to the limit allowed, and there still is
some question as to whether or not her
man-killing power is equal to that of the
other nations, who aren't quite ready for
peace, either.
But America is getting there fast, and
the honorable statesmen are doing all within the power to put their almighty country out in front in the race to see who will
get there first. And if nothing goes wrong,
America has got a good chance of finishing in the money.
Twice within the last week news stories
have appeared giving the proof t h a t the
world is determined to have peace at any
price, even if they have to fight for it. On
January 31 peace enthusiasm ran high on
Capitol Hill as congress rang the preparedness cry and raillied behind the bill
that would purchase 5,000 new army and
navy fighting planes Committees in both
houses hurried lest they get behind each
other in building their platforms against
war.
Chairman Trammell of the senate naval
committeee said he would submit favorable
report on a navy bill similar to the Vinson
big navy measure passed by the house.
And not to be out-peaced. Chairman McSwain of the house military committee
said he would introduce «oon a bill to give
the army air corps a five-year expansion
program, increasing its planes up to 3,000
He was conceded high-point honors for
t h a t day for Mr. Trammell's bill would
provide only for 102 new warships and
around 1,180 new airplanes ,to be ready for
operati<> nby 1939<
Glory was short lived, however, for on
the following day, February 1, science made
an advance against war that should make
the Solon hide their faces in shame. Prom
Montreal came the story of the "perfection
of a bullet which may be sent by a rifle
through the plated sides of the rumbling
tank." And from the same source came the
report of the invention of a much finer
rifle—one which has far better shooting
qualities—^and a "more efficient spike bayonet which will penetrate winter clothing
and web equipment."
Surely it is indicated t h a t America has
at least an even chance to show, when nations of the world decide to bring out their
equipment and prove just which ones have
the best equipment for the preservation of
peace.
American "statesmen" and American scientists and inventors are either hypocrites
or blinded by the power to appropriate and
create. They are building the fire higher
and higFer underneath the pot, lest the
water get cold. And the sad part about it
is when the pot boils over and splashes
their peace-theories back in -^heir faces,
they will be protected from the scalded humanity.—The Daily Trojan.

BOUND TO BE READ
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
"Such Is My Beloved," by Morley Callaghan (Scribners) is a novel the discriminating reader should not pass by. The
author, already widely known for his
scintillating short stories, achieves his best
work in this story.
He tells of a young priest. Father Dowling, and the two shameless harlots he
tries to save from themselves. Father Dowling, a year out of seminary, is in bad odor
already a t the cathedral because of his social theories and his practice of expounding them in his sermons. When he sets out
to save Ronnie and Midge, braving scandal
in his visits to their dowdy hotel and by
his gifts to them he incurs the wrath of
the cathedral's richest benefactor. The injustice of the system under which the
priest is forbidden to help the two streetwalkers weighs so heavily on his mind
t h a t he cracks under the strain and ends
up virtually a maniac.

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

Previews
piainviews
Never have we heard a better
magazine than the one t h a t walked
and talked on the comer of the
old Sandspur Bowl last Sunday
afternoon to the accompaniment
neck-burning heatwave and
the ,season's~ first burst of flannels.
Just as an unimportant sideline
observation, it seemed to us that
the table of contents of Vol. VIII,
No. 1, was better balanced and
contained more genuine "live" material than any of its predecessors
of the past few years. Only one
thing remains to be improved in
the future before complete satisfaction is attained, and t h a t is the
public address system.
There is a strong possibility
that the 1935 edition of the Magazine may be broadcast direct from
the platform over an NBC network similar to t h a t through
which the radio edition of the current issue was heard ten days ago.
Only the absence of what is known
in more theatrically-minded circles
as an "angel" prevented the realization of that perfect dream of
publicity this year, and with 12
months' start, someone should be
able to discover sponsorship for
our unique publication and assure
its appearance on the air next
year.

for America and its government
that they had not written into their
papers.
Richard Burton's poem "If I
Had the Time" found as sympathetic a response as any single contribution of the afternoon.
William Hazlett Upson is the
sort of sincere humorist you admire without being able to help
yourself.
Arthur Guiterman ia an irrepressible sort of
poker-of-fun-at
whose poiat is usually sharp.
George A. Plimpton meant a
lot more to his younger listeners
when they learned of his connection with Ginn & Co., from whom
there is hardly a child now alive
who hasn't a book. (Apparently
we never studied our
gammar,
however).
Joe Mitchell Chappie is of that
valuable old-school of silver-voic
ed speakers whose power will always remain.
Rev. Harry P. Dewey's living
descriptions are the envy of many
and many a prolific describer.
Roger Babson, of all people,
stumbled over the word STATISTICS, making it "stastistics,"
Joseph C. Lincoln's woodbox
poem was not all written from
imagination.

Back to the loudspeaker trouble
once again, we may observe that
the capable handling of the address system such as would be required in the event of a radio
broadcast would insure the use of
shielded microphones that don't
get asthma with every bit of
breeze that blows.

PPP

PPP
If we were a bit bolder, and if
our stuff appeared in some impressively important critical publication of wide circulation, and if we
thought we were justified in saying it, and if what we thought
was worth anything anyway, we
might mention a few personal
opinions that we opined during the
warmish two hours, but since none
of those conditions is within grasp,
we can't say for example, t h a t . .
Editor Holt's opening query of
"Can you all hear m e ? " bids fair
to become an Animated Magazine
tradition.
Corra Harris summed up the
popular
sentiment
concerning
James Joyce and his "Ulysses" as
well as anyone could.
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings convinced her audience that she
knows whereof she writes and
can't help writing as she does.
Editorial-writer Richard Lloyd
Jones tremendously enjoyed his
remark anent his never having attended a school of journalism, as
did particularly those who heard
him speak a t the Sandspur lunchFannie Hurst did not surprise
her 5,000 auditors with her sprightly, spiffy appearance, a s each
had doubtless read already some of
her work.
''
Edwin Granberry was probably
perturbed by the necessary, dramatic interruption of his story—
the surgeon's summons—but that
he didn't show it.
Attorney General Homer
S.
Cummings and Secretary of Com
merce Daniel C. Roper said worlds

And speaking of such things
as magazines, our perennial favorite among the monthlies, VANITY FAIR, came through with a
corking good number this March.
For example, the cover with its
tricky shifting effect in the neonportrait of
Roosevelt,
which
flashes from an odd profile to a
half-front as you watch it, probably quite unintentionally on the
part of the artist.
Then there is one of those always fascinating summaries of
history as recorded in the headlines—Roosevelt's first year as the
New York Times saw it—and another
superb photograph
by
Steichen this one of the honored
Chief Executive who is strongly
honored by this issue.
PPP
If you like satire, John (Corey
Ford) Riddeli has his hand in
again, this time lapooning that
Taj Mahal of magazines. Fortune, with his customary lightheavyweight hand. And regardftss
of what you like, you're sure to
chuckle over The Life of! a Mailo r d e r Male, summarizing la belle
vie a la Sears Roebuck, which may
be had all for the modest sum of
$77.06.
We'll bestow the remains of the
enamel of a pre-Repeal bathtub
upon the man, woman, or child
who can, singly or ensemble, fulfill the requirements of the "Name
Me Five" questionaire on Page 31.
Just look it up if you think you
know your stuff.
There is a caricature of Camera
that you might enjoy watching
while you await the fight returns
from Miami tonight, and a few
more pages of pictures of various
subjects to exemplify the sophisticated recognition of the American need for a tabloid version of
the facts it should assimilate.

Senator Robin;son, Republican
of Indiana, began the argument
when he arose shortly after the
Senate had convened and stated,
"the President of the United
States was directly responsible for
the death of t h a t army pilot in
Ohio." This remark brought quick
reaction from Democratic members of the Senate, for the atrocity
of such a statement should have
received immediate condemnation.
Army pilots are fully as capable
and experienced as any men employed in the services of Aeronautical Companies, and despite
unusually severe weather conditions, there has been but one fatal
accident since the
government
cancelled contracts with privately
owned companies.

A United Air Passenger plane
was reported missing somewhere
the Rocky Mountains near Salt
Lake City, where Saturday night
seven men and a woman were
struggling to preserve their lives
against a blizzard o r were already
then the frozen victims of the
storm swept plateaus of the UtahWyoming border. The entire country has suffered to some extent
from this latest storm. In Connectcut. New York, and the MidWest, weather forecasters predicted this to be possibly the worst
storm of the whole winter
This same disturbance Sunday
and Monday swept through the
South taking a toll of more than
20 lives in Alabama, Mississippi,
and Georgia. This is one of the
first tornadoes in many years affecting the inland states in the
South. A small part of the north
and central sections of Florida was
touched, but the damage was considered quite slight.
Although practically no reports
have been received a t this writing
it is estimated t h a t this will probably be the last storm of the winter, which has been one of the
worst in many years. Possibly
Florida's unusual tourist season
which is still apparently in full
progrses may be due in part to the
exceeding cold suffered for the
past few months in the north and
mid-west.
Baseball lost one of its most ardent supporters and leaders in the
death of John McGraw, the "little
Napoleon" ot the national pastime.
McGraw was for many years a
member ot the New York Giants,
managed the team through several
successful seasons, and two years
ago retired from active participation in the game, leaving his position to be filled by Bill Terry,
present pilot ot last year's World
Champions.
McGraw gave to followers of
the game two of the greatest pitchers in the history of baseball,
"Iron Man" Joe McGinnty and
Christy Mathewson, and for several seasons succeeded in giving
New York pennant winning teams.
One of these
McGraw-managed
teams played to the largest World
Series crowd in baseball history in
New York City. The influence
which this great manager held
over his players was one of the
things which was existent in the
last World Series and which will
be in evidence in Giani teams in
the future.

THE

IREEK LEIIER
DANGE HELD
mnual Founders' Wetek Dance
'
Attended by Many
rfhe annual Greek Letter Dance
lonsored by the Rollins frater;Hes and sororities was held last
ijtorday evening February, fr
0 to 12 o'clock in the Orlando
;oanty Club.
The dance was one of the most
jccessful of the year and was
fell attended by alumni and Rollests. Peppy music was furished by a negro band, "The
Sunset Entertainers" from

I

Sundae

•

I

oa

T

«

Tuesday

•

BARR'S
Opposite Sears Roebuck Ca
Orlando

West Palm Beach. It is hoped that
this group of musicians will be
engaged again for Rollins dances,
as it was judged by many to be
the best orchestra selected for
college dances in a long time.
Much credit is due to the dance
committee composed of Esther
Earle, Louise Jenkins and David
Shrage for their efforts in making
this function a success.
The chaperones for the evening
ncluded Professor and Mrs. Howard, Professor and ' I r s . Bradley,
Professor and Mrs. Granberry, and
Coach and Mrs. McDowell .
Special guests of Rollins were
the fencers from the University of
South Carolina, and the girls from
Miss Harris' School of Miami.

Dr. and Mrs. Holt Hold
Formal Dinner P a r t y
Dr. and Mi's Holt entertained 60
distinguished guests for luncheon
on Sunday, February 24 preceding
the editing of the Animated Magazine. Guests included contribuors of the magazine and several
peakers of previous years.
Dr. Joseph A. Vance, pastor of
the First Presbyterian church of
Detroit, will be the speaker at the
Morning Meditation next Sunday.

Thursday and Friday
Civilization made her a lady
—the jungle made her a woman.

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Kappa Phi Sigma's
Alumni Luncheon Sat. Ten Honored Guests Kappa Kappa Gamma
Rollins Key Society
Give Annual Dance In College Commons
Entertains Members
Of Rollins College Honors Guests With
Kappa Phi Sigma held their anThe Rollins Art Studio was the
Of Phi Beta Kappa nual
Attend Dinner Party Tea and Dinner Friday
Founders* Week dance on
The Rollins Key Society honored Phi Beta Kappas, participants
the Animated Magazine, and recipients of honorary degrees, with
iception in Pugsley Hall on
Monday, February 26 from 4 to 6
o'clock.
are than one hundred and fifty
guests called durng the afternoon,
luding the guests of honor, Rollins faculty members ,and several
other distinguished visitors.
Receiving with Miss Mary Butler Longest, president of the Key
Society, were Dr. Holt, Dr. and
Mrs. Harry Taylor, Mr. Warren S.
Gords, Mr. Willard Wattles and
Miss Mary Lynn Rogers. Dr. Taylor, Mr. Gordis, and Mr. Wattles
are president, vice president, and
secretary-treasurer,
respectively,
of the Phi Beta Kappa Association of Central Florida.
The committee in charge of arrangements included Mary Butler
Longest, general chairman, assistd by Mary Lynn Rogers, Kathleen Shepherd, Cornelia Barrows,
and Mona Graessle.
Advertise in The Sandspur

May We Clean Your
Clothes?

Friday night at the chapter house.
Guests of the evening were:
Marjorie
White,
Katherine
Lacy, Peggy Wirt, Blanche Fishback, Mary Jane McKay, Dorothy
Lou Goeiler, Be'-ty Trevor, Marlene Eldridge, Cornelia Barrows,
Carol Smith, Grace Terry, and
Ethel Thompson of St. Petersburg.
William Davis of Orlando, Wither Jennings of North Canton, 0.;
Rodman Lehmann of Sanford;
Charles Magruder
of Tampa;
John Ostland of Miami; Dick Wilkinson and Wall Marchman of
Winter Park, and Edward Libbey
of Cleveland, 0 .
Chaperones for the
evening
were Mr. Cockerell and Miss
Buell.

scene of the presentation and unveling of portraits of the following, at 11:30: Miss Lucy A. Cross,
Percursor of Rollins; Rev. C. M.
Bingham, a founder; Dr. Charles
G. Fairchild, second president;
Dean Charles A. Campbell, and
Dr. Albert Shaw, Honorary Alum-

erine Lewis, Clara Adolfs, Clara
Guild, Gertrude Ward, Jane Corbett, Mabelle O'Neal and the Mrs.
R. B. Barbour, C. Fred Ward, J.
Rolf Davis, Acey Caroway, Gilbert Osincup, Albert Shaw, and
Corra Harris.
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs
Bruce Dougherty gave a party at
their home in honor of the senior
members of Chi Omega
The
guests were Olive Dickson, Virginia Shrigley, Mona Graessle,
Betty Childs, Jeannette Houghton,
Dorothy Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Clemens, Harold Metzinger, HerLast Friday night the active man Siewert,. Wooda Elliot and
members of Chi Omega gave a Frederic Yust.
banquet honoring their alumni at
the Perrydell. Guests of honor
were: Misses Anne Stone, Kath-

Chi Omega News

On Friday, February 23, Dr. and
Mrs. Holt entertained ten guests
for dinner at their home on Interlachen avenue. Those invited were.
Attorney General and Mrs. Homer
S. Cummings, Washington, D. C ;
Mrs. Corra Harris, Atlanta, Ga.;
Mrs George Warren, Boston; Mr.
Richard Lloyd Jones, Tulsa, Okla.;
Mr. and Mrs. George Plimpton,
New York; Mr. Kremer, Mme.
Sundelius, Boston, and Dr. Harry
P. Dewey, Minneapolis.

Friday, February 23 was Kappa State Day. Delta Epsilon
Chapter had the pleasure of entertaining many Kappa alumnae of
Rollins and of other colleges
throughout the country.
From four to six o'clock Friday afternoon, the chapter house
was opened for the visitors. Mrs,
Chafee presided over the tea
table.
Following
the tea,
actives,
alumnae and Kappa friends a t tended a dinner at the Whistling
KettJle. Mrs. Willard Wattles, the
toastmistress, introduced the following speakers: Mrs Tade Hartsuff Kuhns, first Grand President
of Kappa; Jessie
Rittenhouse
Scollard, and Nancy Cushman, who
welcomed the group in behalf of
the actives.

A group of Rollins students
were invited later in the evening
to meet the dinner guests. Those
attending were: Olcott, Deming,
Bryant Prentiss, Jr., Duke Wellington, Betty Childs, Grace Terry,
Bob Fuchs, Mary Elizabeth White,
J. P. Hubert, Olive Dickson, Dick
Washington, Dave Teachout, Geo.
Later in the evening a meeting
Edwards, Sally Farnsworth, Gorwas held at the home of Mrs. A.
don Spence and Tommy Johnson.
B. McCaughey. An entertainment
followed and refreshments were
served.
HSINKING, Manchuria, (Thursday)—Henry Pu Yi was to be enADVERTISE IN
throned today as first Emperor of
T H E SANDSPUR
Manchoukuo.

ONIYTHE

Dollar Cleaners
348 E. Park Ave., Winter Park

CENTER LEAVES FOR

Olivette Restaurant
The Best — AlVays
1385 N. Orange Ave.
Winter Park

5 Cell Flashlights $1.50

'"CECIL

Bennett
Electric Shop

B.

242 Park Ave.

Phone

DeMILLE'S

FOUR

SANITARY

MGffmneD

Meat Market

PEOPLE"

WE DELIVER

CUUDBTTE COLBERT
Herbert Marshall, Mary
Boland, William Gargan

Saturday Only
Bancroft the
mighty ! !
Greater than ever in his sensational return.

George

The Davis Office
Supply Co.
New and Used Portables
Service on All Typewriters
Phone 4822, 19 E. Pine, Orlando

Bancroft
Come and Visit the
"Beanery's"
Source of Supplies!

FOSGATE'S
Big Food Market
West Amelia and Railroad
with Frances Dee

—ORLANDO—

C Y T D A ^**'"^'* * Mack in
LA I t \ n "Blue Blackbirds"

We

kow your

Plumbing

needs and will be glad to

BABYGRAND

answer your questions.

Continuous from 3 P M .

FOSTER R.

Coming Sunday
Constance Bennett in
"Moulin Rouge"
with Franchot Tone, Russ
Columbo, Boswell Sisters

FANNING
Plumbing and Heating

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners

T h i s p i c t u r e tells b e t t e r t h a n words t h e
m e r i t of y o u r L u c k y S t r i k e . Luckies
use only t h e c e n t e r leaves. N o t t h e t o p
leaves, because t h o s e a r e u n d e r - d e v e l o p e d — n o t r i p e . N o t t h e b o t t o m leaves,
because t h o s e a r e inferior i n quality—
t h e y grow close t o t h e g r o u n d a n d a r e
t o u g h , coarse a n d always sandy. T h e
c e n t e r leaves a r e t h e mildest leaves, t h e

PHONE
Winter Park—9188

RUN

Orlando—3176

TO THE

Colonial
Always
Ready to Serve You

finest i n quality. These center leaves
; cut into long, even s t r a n d s a n d a r e
fully p a c k e d i n t o each a n d every Lucky
—giving y o u a cigarette t h a t is always
r o u n d , firm, completely filled—no loose
ends. Is i t any w o n d e r t h a t Luckies a r e
so t r u l y m i l d a n d s m o o t h ? A n d i n
addition, you k n o w , " I t ' s toasted"—
for t h r o a t protection, for finer taste.
NOT the top leaves—MQ)'re under-developed
~-they are karshl

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves

[^

QOffjtmxt. 1934, Ibe Ameilcaa Tobuco Compaiv,

"El

Tie Cream of the Crop n^
The mildest, smoothest tobacco"
NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferk
guaiity—coarse and always sandyl

THE

TAR FOILSMEN TRIP
SO, CAROLINA AGAIN
IN RETURN MATCH
Varsity

Fencers Show Fine Form In Defeating
lina Despite Loss of Capt,' Hall

Showing decidedly better form,
the Rollins swordsmen, though
slightly handicapped by the loss of
Hall, defeated the fencers from
the University of South Carolina
9-8.
At no time during the entire
match were the T a r fencers behind, and the closeness of the
score is undoubtedly due to the
number of substitutions which
Coach Roney made to give the
other members of the team experience. High man for the contest
was Deming, who took three out
of four bouts. However both Prentice an4 McGaffin gave a fine ex-

Your Repair Work is Handled
by Experts a t

Stevens Service

Caro-

Volley Ball Season
Begins; Basketball
Tournament Ends
With the play-off
game between the Thea Kappa Nu's and
the Kappa Phi Sigma's marking
the final game of the Basketball
Tournament, and with the opening
of the volley ball season a t 4
o'clock this afternoon,
IntraMural interest shifted today toward the latter activity.
Five teams representing Theta
Kappa Nu, Kappa Alpha, X Club,
Rho Lambda Nu, and Kappa Phi
Sigma, are expected to put teams
on the court, in what is expected
to be one of the closest and most
interesting contests of the year.
The season will be divided up into
two round robins, the first half
to be played off this month, and
the second half to be completed
in the Spring Term.

hibition of swordsmanship. The
weak spot in the Rollins defence
was in epee, the Tar fencers losing three out of four bouts. It "was
in this department that the absence of Johnny Hall, who was
out with a foot injury, was most
keenly felt. Once again the work
of the Tars in sabre was outstanding, copping three of the four
bouts with that weapon.
The Rollins swordsmen got off
to a flying start, taking the first
three bouts in a row, but here the
South Carolina boys settled down
to business, and a t the half-time
Rollins was leading 6-4.
Last year's champions from the
The scores for the bouts were X Club wi!l present their usual
Foils—Deming, 5, Valentine, 4; strong line up, but there will be
as follows:
plenty of competition from all
sides, especially from the Kappa
Phi Sigmas, whose ticcumulation
of tall, rangy players has always
made them heavy favorites in
volley ball. However, as had been
CLUB
Parties, Dances, Tennis, Picnics said before, any sextette in the
group may come crashing through
So. Fern Creek Drive
to annex the Intra-Mural Volley
On Lake Conway, Orlando
Ball Trophy, and
competition
should run hard and keen.

WATERWITCH

Winter Park

Did You See the
Crowds Here During Founders*
Week?
Come in and see for yourself why everyonte eats
here

NOACK & HALL

Our Specialty is Swiss and
A^merican Watch Repairing

Grover Morgan
In Bennett Electric Shop

Prentice, 5, Willis, 3 ; McGaffin,
5, Richardson, 4; McGaffin, 3,
Valentine, 5; Deming, 5, Willis, 2;
Richardson, 5, Prentice, 4; McGaffin, 5, Willis, 2; Richardson, 5,
Olmsted, 3.
Sabre—Deming, 4, Valentine, 5;
Prentice, 5, Willis, 2; Deming, 5,
Willis, 3; Prentice, 5, Valentine, 2.
Epee—Davenport, 0, Richardson,
2; Prentice, 2, Moore, 1; Ott, 1,
More, 2; Prentice, 1, Richardson,

BOOKS
Advertise in the Sandspur

The Bookery

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

TROPHY
STANDINGS
INTRA-MURAL TOTALS FOR
GARY TROPHY
TO DATE
Kappa Alpha
6S5^
X Club
632
Theta Kappa Nu
_
_„.449^
Rho Lambda Nu
340
Kappa Phi Sigma ..„
279
FINAL STANDINGS OF INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
K. A
280
X Club
200
R. L. N
340

^ T. K. N.
K. P. S

110
100

Women In Sports
TOUCHE!
"Bill" Murphy, present champion, will have to defend her title
in a fencing championship to be
held on the sixth and eighth of
March. Bruno Bergonzi and Louise
MacPherson were responsible for
her strongest competition in the
Fall tilts and should press her in
the coming meet. Jane Willard, another enthusiast, wiH be entered
in the competition to decide the
winner.
WAR CANOEING
Mary Lucas has announced that
there will be war canoeing practices every Tuesday morning before breakfast. Those interested
should meet at 7 o'clock on the college dock. There will be ten paddlers and a coxswain in each
canoe. It is hoped that there will
be some newcomers as the canoe
for Upper classmen is practically
filled. There will be bronze paddles awarded to the winners of
the "best two out of three" races
heftd later in the term. Canoeing
classes are also in session during
the afternoon.

Teams Whipping Into
Shape As Date For
Cross Country Nears

ROLLINS GOLFERS
W^IN MATCH OVER
a OF FLORIDA

As the basketball season draws
^
to a close, interest shifts to the j
Intra-mural Cross Country Race. 'Kuhns
and Drummond
Star For Roliins
To Whil
Coverii^g a distance of appi-bx- '
University
of Florida 13-5
^
timately three miles, this gi-uelling
event is one of the big features
By FRED NEWTON
In the number one fours,
rsom(
of the year. From Milford Davis,
Under the starring influence of competition was also keen and
nd ;i r l
intra-mural manager, comes sev- Burleigh Drummond, the Rollins teresting. Followed by a Phi Pt '
eral impoi'tant notices in connec- golf team defeated the University and X Club gallery, the Rollin
tion with the i-ace and its pre- of Florida by a score of 13 to 5 players. Bob Enck and Fre f
liminaries. First, every contest- last Saturday af'ernoon a t the Newton, found themselves thr« \
ant must have had four previous Orlando Country Club. More than up at the end of the first nini'
runs over the track, each run be- 30 students witnessed the matches. Bob Enck succeeded in gaining
ing checked by Davis himself;
Burleigh Drummond, who has three hole lead over Henry Tolaiff
unless Davis is present a t each of waited three long seasons to show from Florida. A li'^tle relieve
the four runs, the contestant will his person on the team, surprised from blisters caused by a pair <<!
be ineligible for the final race. not only his opponent but the new shoes, Tolan tied Enck on th^
This is a very essential point in whole field with his sensational in-coming side. Enck finished tb^""
connection with entering the race 80. Gaining three points for Rol- round 37-39-76.
'•'^'
as physical fitness is a prime lins, Drummond smiled when he
Fred Newton had a lucky battf,
factor in cross country running holed his last putt.
with Bill Stark, Jacksonville tW'^The first four men of any one
"I just found out what I've been hundred and thirty pounder. Afte^^
fraternity to cross the finish line,
will win the trophy for that fra- doing wrong," the kid said as his six pars in a row, Newton in hi'"'
ternity. The map of the course is fellow team mates showered him usual manner began to slip. Star'
posted in Caraegie. Generally, the with congratulations. Finishing finished the first nine holes in 4**^.
'^
course starts in t h e Horseshoe, the first nine holes with 39 blows, to be only three down.
runs out to the Brewer Estate, Drummond was 7 up on his Florida
Winning the tenth hole to btlS!
turns and goes out by the Martin contender and coasted in with an four up, Newton blew up, and btj^J
house, from there to Aloma, and easy 41 to hold his advantage.
fore he could do much about i,0
This three point victory not only Stark recovered his loss and face.«[iit
back by way of the road that returns from the golf club, above duplicates that scored by B'
the 18th hole all even. The God^,ri
'the Pi Phi house. Date of the meet Kuhns against the University of were kind to the Rollins golfei^jjj
Miami, but also sets up a new on the last hole, and Newton ho;.«
is March 21.
record for the year.
ed a putt to take two points aiu,]
Along with Drummond, Ben victory from his opponent.
.jj
CYCLING!
Kuhns found himself against FloriIn the best ball match, Enc-iji,
There are a number of people da's number two player. The X and Newton lost their three u,u
who are using bicycles as a Club ace, who stars often on the lead, but managed to tie the F l o r ^
means of conveyance, but not here tennis team, shot a brilliant 77 to da team. Results of their fouK^j
at Rollins. It has become a past- take two points from his oppon- some 6, Florida 3.
J,LJ
time with the Phi Phis as the ents, Bill Voight. Kuhns wtith his
This 13 to 5 victory for th'''
ring leaders. Katrina Knowlton, educated slice was a little outRollins team not only gives neio
Chubby Smith and Becky Coleman classed from the start, but with
hopes for the season, but bring ,
can be seen every Sunday. How- the will to win, the Ohio flash
unsung heroes to the front. Wit
ever, Pugsley has its share too played the out-going nine in 37,
Johnny Brown returning to th
with Phillis Jones and Betty Cur- two over par. His three up lead
squad next week, Rollins will hav^''"
rier shownng what Vogue deems was quickly overtaken on the inand three positions.
' P^
the correct attire.
coming nine, and the "Baron"
-dt
found himself lagging behind after
the 16th hole. Winning the last
Reach Rollins Through the Vj]„]
Sandspur Advertising
two holes, Kuhns showed his real
Sandspur
'^'"'
Insurance
stuff.

ROLLINS
STUDENTS!
Our Plant is at
Your Service

252 East Park Avenue, South
Winter Park, Florida

Orange Laundry
and

BOOKS

Colonial Cleaners
Fairbanks Ave. -

Plione 413

-DINE and DANCEChinese and American Food

MANDARIN

CLUB

46 W. Central Ave.

P r o m i n e n t A c t r e s s e s Admire

Y o u hear a lot today

Scliw^obilt S u i t s /

a b o u t balanced diet—
. . and there's something too
in the way tobaccos are balanced that makes a cigarette
milder and makes it taste
better.
I keep coming back to
that statement on the back
of the Chesterfield package—

"Men Look
Smart
in
SCSWOBILT SUITS," sayt
Carole Lombard, star in
Paramount'a
"Bolero"

States Quality,

CHESTERFIELD-

Price

•••(TGARETTES
ARE A BALANCED BLEND
OF THE FINEST AROMATIC
TURKISH TOBACCO AND
THE CHOICEST OF SEVERAL
A M E R I C A N VARIETIES
BLENDED IN THE CORRECT
PROPORTION TO BRING
OUT THE FINER QUALITIES
OF EACH T O B A C C O .

See the new Schwobilt
Saita . . . superbly tailored in the latest spring
and summer styles . . .
new materials that can
"take it" . . . at prices
you can afford to pay.

REG. U . S . PAT. O F F .

READY TO WEAR

'19

esterfield

.50

114 South Orange Ave.
Orlando, Florida

W e believe you'll enjoy
Chesterfields and we ask you
to try them.

—the cigarette that's MILDER

—the cigarette t h a t TASTES BETTER
) 1954. LlGGSTT & MrURS ToBACCO Cci*

:H.,

